Abstract-In the paper, we proposed big data novel filtering method -Local-loop Particle Filter Based on the Artificial Fish Algorithm (LPF-AF) for nonlinear dynamic systems. Particle filtering algorithm has been widely used in solving nonlinear/non Gaussian filtering problems. The proposal distribution is the key issue of the particle filtering, which will greatly influence the performance of algorithm. In the proposed LPF-AF, the local searching of AF is used to regenerate sample particles, which can make the proposal distribution more closed to the poster distribution. There are mainly two steps in the proposed filter. In the first step of LPF-AF, extended kalman filter was used as proposal distribution to generate particles, then means and variances of the proposal distribution can be calculated. In the second step, some particles move to toward the particle with the biggest weights. The proposed LPF-AF algorithm was compared with other several filtering algorithms and the experimental results show that means and variances of LPF-AF are lower than other filtering algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
In the filtering field, Kalman filtering is the most famous filtering method solving linear gauss issues. But in the real world, most filtering problems are non-linear, and non-linear filtering has a wide range of applications in many filed such as statistical signal processing [1] , finance [2] , target tracking [3] , et al. Extended Kalman filtering (EKF) is a important nonlinear filtering method, which uses the 2-order truncation of Kalman filtering to draw up to the non-linear feature of some problems. Due to the 2-order truncation in EKF, the accuracy is low, in some high linear environment, the EKF often fails. Particle filtering (PF) is a new type of filtering method, which samples points to draw up to the poster distribution. The key issue of PF is the choice of proposal distribution. Until now, many methods, such as EKF, UKF and some mixed algorithm are used to generate proposal distribution, which greatly improve the performance of PF. Artificial Fish (AF) is a new type of swarm intelligence algorithm. In the AF, every fishes has a certain view sight range and only can get information from other fishes in this range. After defining the fitness, these fishes always try to get the better region using try-out method, which means that when a fish wants to move, it tries to move several times and choose the best destination it can get. This process can be regarded as 'local only' (compared to the well known 'social only') model with try-out action.
In this paper, we proposed big data's novel filtering method -Local-loop Particle Filter Based on the Artificial Fish Algorithm (LPF-AF) for nonlinear dynamic systems. Particle filtering algorithm has been widely used in solving nonlinear/non Gaussian filtering problems. The proposal distribution is the key issue of the particle filtering, which will greatly influence the performance of algorithm. In the proposed LPF-AF, the local searching of AF is used to regenerate sample particles, which can make the proposal distribution more closed to the poster distribution. There are mainly two steps in the proposed filter. In the first step of LPF-AF, extended filter was used as proposal distribution to generate particles, then means and variances of the proposal distribution can be calculated. In the second step, some particles move to toward the particle with the biggest weights. The proposed LPF-AF algorithm was compared with other several filtering algorithms and the experimental results show that means and variances of LPF-AF are lower than other filtering algorithms.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: a brief description of GPF is presented in Section 2. The details of the new PF this paper proposed -LPF-AF is presents in Section 3. In Section 4 the proposed algorithm is compared to other several different filtering algorithms, finally, we give some concluding remarks in section 5.
II. GENERIC PARTICLE FILTER AND ARTIFICIAL FISH

A. Generic Particle Filter
The problem being addressed here is an estimating problem of the state of a system as a set of observations becomes available on-line, which can be expressed as follows:
v   are the state of the system, the output observations, the input observations, the process noise and the measurement noise. The mappings:
:
represent the deterministic process and measurement models. In the filtering paradigm, the posterior distribution is updated recursively over the current state t x given all observations
and including time t . Using Monte Carlo sampling points, particle filter executes the filtering process by generating weighted sampling points of state variances recursively. Generic particle filter algorithm can be predicted as follows [6] : 
For each particle, normalize the importance weights:
// Re-sample Eliminate the samples with low importance weights and multiply the samples with high importance weights, to obtain N random samples 
Assign each particle an equal weight:
When executing particle filtering, the choice of the proposal distribution is very important. Usually, the transition prior distribution is chosen to be the proposal distribution:
B. Artificial Fish Algorithm
Artificial Fish (AF) is a new type of swarm intelligence algorithm. In the AF, every fish has a certain view sight range and only can get information from other fishes in this range. After defining the fitness, these fishes always try to get the better region using try-out method, which means that when a fish wants to move, it tries to move several times and choose the best destination it can get. This process can be regarded as 'local only' (compared to the well known 'social only') model with try-out action. Artificial fish state is denoted by 1 2 ( , ,..., )
; the density of food of the current location is denoted by ( ) Y f x  . The distance of any two fishes is denoted by , || ||
The view range of fish is Visual. And the max speed of fish is denoted by
Step. There are four typical actions of fish in the AF:
 Searching food: fish always wants to move the location with higher density of food, and it sees the range of Visual, and can try some predefined time, if finally it can not get a better location, it will move randomly.  Assembling: if there are some other fishes in Visual, and the density of fishes is smaller than some predefined threshold, the fish will move to the center of these fishes, otherwise it will conduct the action of searching food.  Chasing: if there are some fishes in the Visual, and the density of fish A of the location with highest density of food, the fish will move to the fish A, otherwise it will conduct the action of searching food.  Randomly moving: it is the simplest method, the fish chooses a direction, and move along this direction.
From the actions of AF, it can be clearly that, the most importance features in AF are the re-trying process and local searching -Visual. In the proposed algorithm, we will introduce these concepts into the particle filtering process.
III. THE LPF-AF ALGORITHM
A. The Local-loop Process in Particle Filtering
In the proposed algorithm, after calculating the weights of particles before the re-sampling process in the general particle filtering, the mean of weights M and the particle with biggest weight A will be calculated. For each particle with weight smaller the M, it will move toward A for a random distance. If the weight of new location is bigger than the former one, the particle will move to the new location. Each particle can move predefined times to find a better location. And if finally it can not find a better one, it will not move. This process can be depicted as follows:
Step.1: calculate the mean of weights M
Step.2: identify the weight and location of the particle with biggest weights.
Step.3:
For each particle If weightP < M For i=1 to threshod newLocation = orginalLocation+rand*(location of M -orginalLocation); if weight of newLocation > weightP orginalLocation = newLocation; break; end if end for end for After the Local-loop process, the weights will be normalized again as follows:
B. The LPF-AF Algorithm
Basing on the Local-loop process and general particle filtering algorithm, the proposed LPF-AF can be depicted as follows: 
Calculate the mean of weights M Identify the weight and location of the particle with biggest weights. For each particle If weightP < M For i=1 to threshod newLocation = orginalLocation+rand*(location of M -orginalLocation);
If weight of newLocation > weightP orginalLocation = newLocation; break; end if end for end for For each particle, normalize the importance weights:
Eliminate the samples with low importance weights and multiply the samples with high importance weights, to obtain N random samples 
IV. THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
A. Benchmark Function
In this paper, the following benchmark function [10] was chosen to test the proposed algorithm.
Bechmark:
, particle number N=100 ， sample time T=30, whicle the results were the average of 50 times of experiments.
All experiments were tested in MATLAB7.0.
In this paper, the proposed algorithm was compared to other several filtering algorithm -EKF, UKF, GPF, EKFPF, , UPF, Experimental settings are shown in the table 1. The settings of other six filtering algorithms are the same as [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
B. Experimental Results and Some Remarks
Experimental results are shown in figure 1~figure 2 and table.1. All results are the means of 100 runs, as the results of sa are close and far different with others, a enlargement fig was drawn as figure 3.
As shown in the experimental results, it is clear that, EKF has the worst mean and var results, but has the best running time. While the proposed algorithm has the best mean and var result, but has longer running time. In this paper, we proposed big data novel filtering methodLocal-loop Particle Filter Based on the Artificial Fish Algorithm (LPF-AF) for nonlinear dynamic systems. Particle filtering algorithm has been widely used in solving nonlinear/non Gaussian filtering problems. The proposal distribution is the key issue of the particle filtering, which will greatly influence the performance of algorithm. In the proposed LPF-AF, the local searching of AF is used to regenerate sample particles, which can make the proposal distribution more closed to the poster distribution. There are mainly two steps in the proposed filter. In the first step of LPF-AF, extended kalman filter was used as proposal distribution to generate particles, then means and variances of the proposal distribution can be calculated. In the second step, some particles move to toward the particle with the biggest weights. The proposed LPF-AF algorithm was compared with other several filtering algorithms and the experimental results show that means and variances of LPF-AF are lower than other filtering algorithms, but the running time is higher than others. It is clear that a suitable proposal distribution will improve the performance of particle filtering algorithm greatly. But as shown in the simulation results, the performance on the mean and var error results were improved greatly, so this cost is deserved.
